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THEORETICAL MODEL OF THE EFFECT OF CRACK TIP BLUNTING 
ON THE ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH OF WELDS IN 2219-T87 ALUMINUM 
By 
Robert J. Bei 1 




A theoretical model representing blunting of a crack tip radius 
through diffusion of vacancies is presented. The model serves as the 
basis for a computer program which calculates changes, due to successive 
weld heat passes, in the ultimate tensile strength of 2219-T87 aluminum. 
In order for the model to yield changes of the same order in the ultimate 
tensile strength as that observed experimentally, a crack tip radius of 
the order of .001 microns is required. Such sharp cracks could arise 
in the fusion zone of a weld from shrinkage cavities or decohered phase 
boundaries between dendrites and the eutectic phase, or, possibly, from 
plastic deformation due to thermal stresses encountered during the weld-
ing process. 
Microstructural observations up to X2000 (resolution of about .1 
-~-.---\ ..J':~ __ .L. .:_ .&.L_ z .. _': __ ___ ,.. ,.,L.._ •.• _ ... _ •• "" ..... _ .... 1 "a"+ .. ';1,,. , •• a....;,..h ,.. .. ~ ..... 
~d -~ig~i fi~a~tiy ~~d~~-th;- i~f1 ~~~~~ ~f-~ h~~t -p~~~ ~ ~ith' the .. e~cept1on .. 
of possible small changes in the configuration of the interdendritic 
eutectic and in porosity build-up in the remelt zone. 
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I NTRODUCTI ON 
The ultimate strength for a variable polarity plasma arc butt weld 
in 3/8-inch plate of 2219-T87 aluminum has been found1 , by experiment, 
to increase when additional weld heat passes at lower power are made over 
the weld. Weld heat passes follow the same path as the original weld, 
but re-melt only a portion of the cast material in the fusion zone as 
shown in Figure la, b, c, d. Yield stress has been found to decrease 
during the same experimental procedure. The magnitude of these changes, 
obtained from tensile tests, is shown in Figure 21, 
This paper presents a theoretical model which indicates that, in the 
critical region where fracture tends to propagate, coarsening of crack tip 
radii by a diffusion process which ·takes place during weld heat passes is 
feasible and can contribute to increase in ultimate tensile strength. 
Characteristics of the physical process of fracture, especially in 
aluminum, have been studied, using the kinetic theory of materials, for 
over twenty years. Two review articles 2,3 describe work at the A.F. Ioffe 
Physico-Technical Institute USSR Academy of Sciences, Leningrad, where over 
one hundred materials were tested, by 1970, for confirmation of the appli-
cability of kinetic theory to the failure process. Materials tested in-
cluded both metal and non-metallic materials, single and polycrystalline 
materials, alloys, composites, and polymers, By 1980, there, the fracture 
process during creep tensile tests for aluminum had, through the use of 
relative density measurements accurate to 10-5, through the use of el ectron 
microscopy, x-ray diffraction, et. al., been shown to inc1ude, at fracture, 
large numbers of sub-microscopic discontinuities (>107/cm ) of length less 
than one-half micron and large numbers or microscopic discontinuities 
(>106/cm3) of4length greater than 1/2 micron in the lateral surface of the test specimen. Creep tests 5, were performed on polycrystalline aluminum 
(99.96%) in the temperature range 18-300oC and stress range 1-7 kg/mm2 • 
Specimens were loaded for different times and then unloaded to study the 
build-up kinetics of microdiscontinuities. Researchers at AFIPTI report 
that rupture during creep develops from "atomic" cracks which arise after 
the application of the load, grow rapidly, become blunted, and may even 
change into stable void-shaped discontinuities not larger than I~~by the 
end of the first stage. The mechanism for crack blunting, the mechanism 
for variations in microcrack concentration in the volume and in surface 
layers 6, and the mechanism for coalescence of cracks and voids is a 
diffusion process most probably involving the emission of vacancies from 
breaks in continuity to sinks7. This paper restricts discussion to the 
role that diffusion of vacancies might ha~e in blunting of crack tip radii. 
The reader is referred to related papers -14 which discuss the role of 
dislocations, the role of original microporosity, and the role of hydro-
static pressure in fracture kinetics which also contain materials which 
supports the feasibility of the process considered in this paper. 







Figure 1a. Initial Weld Cross- \ 
Section. Current= 190 amps., 
Voltage= 31 volts, Weld Speed=7.3ipm 
1/16 dia. 2319 wire feed= 60 ipm/, 
Plate Thickness= 3/8 in. 
Figure lb. First Weld Heat Pass 
Cross-Section. 
Current = 175 amps. 
Voltage = 28 volts 
Weld Pass Speed = 9 ipm. 







Figure 1c. Second Weld Heat Pass 
Cross-Section. 
Current= 175 amps. 
Voltage= 28 volts 
Weld Pass Speed= 9 ipm. 
No Wire Feed 
Figure 1d. Third Weld Heat Pass 
Cross-Section. 
Current= 175 amps. 
Voltage= 28 volts 
Weld Pass Speed= 9 ipm. 
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NUMBER OF HEAT PASSES 
Figure 2. Effect of Mutiple Heat Passes on the 
Strength of a Variable Polarity Plasma 






















If the local temperature is high enough at a crack tip where the 
radius of curvature is small and the vacancy concentration is high, 
vacancies with diffuse to volumes of lower vacancy concentration. They 
may migrate through the bulk material to other voids or to flat surfaces. 
It is assumed that the elliptical crack considered is fairly flat at the 
ends of its minor axis so that vacancies will not need to travel further 
than half the crack length. The diffusion process increases the radius 
of the crack tip (blunting or coarsening). It is assumed that the 
vacancy flow will have little effect on the relatively flat portion of 
the crack. The diffusion concept is used in Appendix A to develop the 
differential equation til 
where 
J cr _ Jl.. ( 11 - ~) e 0 ( e ~ - I) D", d t 
a-~ '+ R1. LTA,.,(1ri~) - (rr'i.4)].ln~ 
Qi~ is the local ultimate stress 
e{ is the coarsening angle firmed by tangents drawn 
to the assumed circular crack tip 
Co is the equilibrium concentration of vacancies at 
the local temperature 
1r is the local temperature 
R is the crack di p radi us 
D,s is the self diffusion coefficient of aluminum 
tis the time 
1L is the atomic volume of fcc aluminu~ 
L is half the crack length 
¥ is the surface energy of fcc aluminum. 




and a record of the history of the local temperature during the diffusion 
process18 form a system of equations which through iterative calculations 
determine the local ultimate strength and crack tip radius as a function 
of time. 
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CALCULA TI ONS 
Estimate of 01. /2, 
If a line is drawn tangent 
to the ellipse shown in 
Figure 3, then 
FIGURE 3 
Assuming that b ~ y* and that L is much larger than the radius, R, of 
curvature of the ellipse at the point (L,O), so that 
L -.::: x* and R :: b, then 
TANG( /2 ::: R/L 
Calculation of Atomic Volume 
The lattice parameter for fcc aluminum is 4.04(10-8)cm. Hence, the 
cell volume is 65.94(10-24 )cm3 which accommodates four atoms. Thus the 
atomic volume is 16.48(10-24 )cm3/atom. 
The Self-Diffusion Coefficient, Surface Energy, and Equilibrium Vacancy 
concentrat ion 
Volin and Balluffi 16 determined, as a consequence of study of the an-
nealing kinetics of voids in aluminum, that the self diffusion coefficient 
of aluminum was 
Os = .176 Exp (-1.31 ev/kT) cm2 S-1 
in the temperature range 85-2090 C, which satisfactorily agreed with the 
work of Lundy and Murdock, and which agrees satisfactorily with the work 
by Bass describing the formation and motion energies of vacancies in 
aluminuml7 . The surface energy of aluminum is taken as 1500 ergs/cm2 as 
in the paper by Volin and Balluffi even though calculations suggest that 
the figure might be slightly lower. 
Bass lists the formation energy of a vacancy in aluminum as .762:.0.02 eV 
and the equilibrium vacancy in aluminum as 
C ::: Co EXP (.76 + .02 eV/kT) 
where Co = 1024 /16.48 cm- 3 = 6.066 (1022 ) cm- 3 
k = Boltzmann1s constant = 8.611 (15- 5) eV/oK 
and T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin. 
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Temperature History 
The Portion of the computer program which calculates the local tem-
perature as a function of time was developed by Dr. A. C. Nunes. Jr. 
using a moving point source a10ng with a moving line source to model the 
heat input. Non-conductive heat losses can be adjusted so that the width 
of the remelt zone of the fusion zone can be matched. 
Five points equally spaced along a line from the edge of the crown 
to the edge of the root on the opposite side of the fusion zone. as shown 
in Figure 4, were chosen as local points for calculation. Tensile test 
specimens show that fracture tends to occur along that line. Point A 
was taken to be just outside the remelt zone. The computer model for 
calculating temperature predicted temperatures too high at Point B when 
non-conductive losses were used to match the width of the remelt zones 
shown in Figure 1. Hence, higher non-conductive losses were assumed so 
that the calculated width of the remelt zone was reduced. For the newly 
calculated remelt zone, the circular part of the remelt zone was slightly 
larger, but still circular, and the shortest distance of the remelt zone 
from Point B remained the same. Temperatures for Points B, C, 0, and E 
were calculated using the adjusted parameters. It is felt that this 

























a... I- 0 
E 
Third Pass _____________ 
Second pass ______ 
First Pass ~ 
WELD LOCATION 0 
Crack Tip Radius= 20 A (.002~m) 
o 
Crack Length= 1000 A .100,llm) 
Figure 4. Calculated Effect of Heat Pass on Local 
Ultimate Tensile Strengths Within the 
Primary Fusion Zone of a Variable Polarity 




The amount of coarsening of the crack tip radius and the resulting 
change in ultimate strength during a weld heat pass is particularly sen-
sitive to 
* the sharpness of the crack tip and, 
* the shape and magnitude of the local temperature 
versus time curve, 
Significant coarsening occurs, due to short heating times, only above 
teooperatures of approximately 6500 K or 6800 K for crack tip radii of 10~ or 
50~ respectively, Hence, significant improvement in local ultimate tensile 
strength takes place at only Points A, S, and possibly C of Figure 4. 
The local ultimate tensile strength of Points A, S, C, D and E are 
not likely to be identical immediately after the initial weld since the 
cooling rate is different for each of those points. This non-homogeneity 
does not complicate calculations since the configuration of the system of 
equations to be used and the iterative process used produce the relative 
change in ultimate tensile strength. Figure 4 illustrates the percentage 
relative change at the various points for a crack tip of 20~, about four 
times the lattice dimension of fcc aluminum. The relationship of these 
changes to changes in ult1mate strength observed experimentally is shown 
in Figure 5, where only the 1ncrease in the local ultimate strength at 
Point A matched the observed values, The 20~ initial crack tip radius, 
which provides significant increase in local ultimate tensile strength, 
is of a size large enough to be observed by the transmission microscope. 
Preliminary, but extensive, scanning electron microscopy was utilized at 
powers up to 2000X with good resolution to observe the microstructure of 
the weld cross section. Micrographs representing the general areas near 
Points A, S, C, D and E are shown in Figures 6a, b, c, d, and e for a 
cross section of the fusion zone on a specimen not subjected to weld heat 
passes. Obviously, 2000X is not enough magnification to see the thin 
sharp cracks pertinent to this discussion. Replication techniques will 
permit use of the transmission microscope, which can yield the desired 
magnification. The micrographs do reveal the dendritic structure in the 
cast material and the interdentritic eutectic which is a mixture of CuA12 
and ~-aluminum. Microprobe analysis also reveals that a copper depleted 
zone occurs next to the eutectic similar to those mentioned by Doig and 
Edington. 19 One can realistically surmise that at the edge of the crown 
of the weld, where Point A is taken, and where the interdendritic eutectic 
appears normal to the surface of test speciman, see Figure 6a, cracks of 
submicroscopic dimensions may initiate in the copper depleted zone after 
welding. Coarsening of the crack tip radii of these types of cracks, large 
numbers of which may form during plastic flow prior to fracture under 
tensile loading, may contribute to the increase in ultimate tensile strength, 
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It appears, however, that the increase in ultimate strength may be 
due to more than one mechan1sm. Ultimate tensile strength increases 
whether or not the remelt zone overlaps the crown "corner" of the weld or 
previous weld pass. Hence, refinement of the dendritic structure in the 
remelt zone, due to more rapid coo11ng because of lower power, may also 
contribute to increase in ultimate strength. Further, reconf1guration of 
the lnterdendritic eutectic, possibly diffusing into the copper depleted 
zone or reforming through self diffusion, a s1ight variation noted in the 
micrograph study, may playa r01e in the process. 
Coarsening of crack tap radii, then, represents a feasible, but still 
not certain, or partial explanation, of multiple heat pass strengthening. 
The process itself is of sufficient practical importance, in fracture 
mechanics, to be worth investiagation in its own right. Although progress 
has been made, further work is still necessary to pin down the mechanism 
of multiple heat pass strengthening. 
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Figure 5. Calculated Effect of Heat Passes on 
Local Ultimate Tensile Strengths 
Within the Primary Fusion Zone 
of a Variable Polarity Plasma Arc 







































































































































The following proposed theoretical and experimental research will 
help in identifying those processes which characterize fracture and in-
crease ultimate strength in welded 2219-T87 aluminum. 
* ... to better understand the fracture process. 
Proposed experimental research should include 
microscopic examination, both low power, SEM, 
and replication TEM, of cross sections of the 
weld of tensile tested specimens. Test speci-
mens should be loaded to a particular stress, 
held at that stress for a period of time, 
unloaded, and examined. This test procedure 
may allow identification of critical areas 
where cracks nuc1eate and characterize the 
growth pattern to failure. 
* ... establ1sh a more accurate method to deter-
mine the local temperature history. Higher 
order mult1poles could improve the present 
technique. Finite element methods, allowing 
a variable thermal conductivity throughout 
the material, have been formulated for solution 
of boundary value and initial value problems 
to determine local temperature history such as 
needed in the paper. Since microstructural 
processes are so sensitive to local temperature 
history, computer software should be obtained, 
if it exists, or developed to determine local 
temperatures more accurately. Some measure-
ments needed just to set up analyses such as 
loss parameters are not known. However, checks 
against the program could be verification by 
thermocouple readings near the weld and the 
pattern of the remelt zone after weld heat passes. 
* ... to understand the effect of a refined dendritic 
pattern inthe remelt zone after weld heat passes. 
A theoretical and experimental study should be 
made of the relationship of the size of the den-
dritic structure with respect to ultimate stress. 
The size of the dendritic structure can be 
varied by varying the weld parameters of weld 
heat passes or by varying the quenching rate of 
the material during welding or weld heat passes. 
* ... to better understand the role of the inter-
dendritic eutectic. The diffusion coefficient 
of copper in aluminum is known as a function of 
temperature. Hence, various, mechanisms, 
possibly self-diffusion within the eutectic, or 
diffusion of copper back into the copper depleted 
zone as a function of time and temperature might 
be checked experimentaly by heat treatment of cast 
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APPENDIX A 
EFFECT OF DEFECT EDGE RADIUS COARSENING ON ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH 
The preliminary version of the analysis was prepared by 
Dr. A. C. Nunes, Jr. 
Ductile fractures generally occur by coalescence of voids within the 
fracturing material. Voids often form around defects such as cracks or 
weakly bonded second phase particles. The limitation on the ultimate ten-
sile stress, (j~, is set by the critical stress for propagation of internal 
voids. The maximum stress supportable by the defects within the metal 
should be that for initiation of a void from the defect. 
If the defect has a sharp edge of suitable orientation, the concentra-
tion of stress at the edge should be where the void starts. The stress 
concentration for an ell i psoidal crack of 1 ength 41- and radius of curvature 
p at the crack edge raises the nominal stress <rIO'\. to a higher local effec-
tive stress ~ according to the Inglis relation: 
(J" e. :: 2 0-"", If 
Assuming that the nominal stress becomes the ultimate tensile strength 
at a critical value of ere ~ <re.c. then 
_ _ ~Clc.. rz. 
U tl - 2: -V~ 
If the radius of the sharp edge of the defect changes, the ultimate 
tensile strength changes, then, according to the relation: 
d<l..... ~ v.. 
- -= --
cJ P ~f 
If two faces of a defect come together at angle ~ to a radius p as 
shown in Figure A-I, then a loss of defect volume at the edge would result 
in a change of radius.Ap. 
FIGURE A-I. EDGE OF A DEFECT SHOWING CHANGE OF RADIUS 
OCCURRING WITH LOSS OF VOLUME Av 
VI II -22 
The s haded a rea, fl A ca n be shown to be 
A A ':> {2 P 4 f .,. '~f)" J \.CGOT Co( I:z.) - (. tT-cC.) 12.1 
so that ~ :. 2 ~ f {(!O'T (cth) - (If -..c.) /&} 
disregarding second order terms. 
The kind of volume reduction at the defect edge shown in Figure A-I 
takes place because of a difference in chemical potential, ~~ , for solutes 
(or vacancies) on surfaces of different curvature. When a solute atom or 
vacancy moves from acyl indrical surface of radius ,. to one of radius ".to 
causing a volume loss JL to the first cylinder and a'volume gain ofJ1-
to the second, a net change AA in surface area results 
AA ::JL(-'--.L) f. P ... 
If the surface energy of the cylinders is ( per unit area then the 
chemical potential difference between the surfaces is: 
6)A ~ t-'1..(t-7,) 
Assuming that the activity of the solute or vacancy is proportional 
to its concentration, then the equilibrium concentration C, at the curved 
surface is related to the equilibrium concentration c._at a flat surface 
"'"-) according to the equation: g: 
C,/C._ = e ~f 
It is further assumed here that the surface reaction rates are fast 
enough so that equilibrium concentrations are maintained at the surfaces 
and that the relatively lengthy time required for diffusion of solute atom 
or vacancy from regions of high concentration to regions of low concentration 
is what holds back the coarsening process. 
Fick's first law relating mass flux 1 in atoms or vacancies per area 
per unit time to the concentration gradient in the radial direction r is 
assumed to hold' . D~C. 
. a::- ~ 
where 0 is the solute or vacancy diffusivity. 
. 
A steady cylindrically symmetrical flow of At atoms or vacancies per 
unit time yi el ds a fl ux: . tit 
~ -::: .,..--ft'---'('-'1. 
Which, with Fick's first law, requires a concentration Cr varying with the 
radius according to the rel ation: Ai .f.. (!:.-r) 
c,.:: c. f - ;ur,l.D 
Where Ct is the concentration at radius f . 
Hence: 
D (C.p- c,..) 
d ~ ,. L (~) 
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Assuming that there is so much more flat surface ((1=00) than curved 
edge that the bulk mean solute or vacancy concentrate Cois determined by 
the flat surface, then: 
for 1 arge (" and 
The loss of volume v from the sharp edge of a defect is given by: 
dv _ ../L(rr-oI.) rl~ (.IL 
~~:: ..tl-lrr-ol.).I. peft> (e 4rf_/) 
or 
d t 1'-. ( LIp) 
Where L is half the crack 
bound distance to a flat 
1ength and assumed an approximate maximum upper 
surface. 
The ultimate tensile strength then varies according to the relation: 
so that 
du .... -= <JI ~u.. . ~ , d" 
df: d(' dV dt 
1ft 
0\ '"..... == ft. ( It - GC.) Co ( e :[;rp - I) D 
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IF 8=1 THEIl 2030 
FHl H t HHZ TEI'lPERATURE HISTORY *** 
REt1 fH DATA ItIPUT *** 
PRIm "PLEASE SELECT THE NIJI1BER OF THE 11ETAL TO BE ~JELDEO" 
PRIIIT "FRO,., THE LIST BELOI·/. "'PRINT'.PRINT',PRINT 
PRItH "0 UI/LISTEO rlETAL''',PRHIT 
PRItn "1 2219 ALUMItlUM"',PRItlT 
PPlrlT "2 302 STAIIILESS STEEL''',PRItlT 
PRIIIT "3 321 STAINLESS STEEL"",PRItH 
B 
290 PRWT "4. ItICOtIEL 718"'·PRItIT 
300 It IPUT I) 
310 IF 0=1 THEIl 550 
320 IF ('=2 THEIl 5(1) 
330 IF 1)=3 THEt~ 590<1 
340 IF 0=4 THEtl 610 
3'50 F'PltIT "~JHHT IS THE 11ETAL TO BE ~JELDEO?"" PPltlT'PPItIT'PRItH 
360 I NPUT no 
370 F'F.:HIT "F'LEf-6E 1·IRITE III THE LO"JER AIIO UPPER LIr1lTS OF THE rlELTItlG" 
3:30 PRItH "TEI'lFERATUF'E PAtlGE OF THE ALLOY TO BE l-IELDEU. USE UtllTS OF" 
39(1 PPHIT "DEGREES FAHRHIHEIT SEPARATE THE HJO 1}?LUE'3 B,( A Cor'1r1A." 
4(10 PF:ItIT "tIOTE' A GOOD ~;OURCE REFEREtKE FOR THIS /.:ltiO OF DATA IS THE" 
410 PRINT "HEFO:;PACE STRUCTURAL NATERIALS HAtlOeOOf<_ "'PPItlT'PRHIT ·PRINT 
420 I t'IPUT L T , IJT 
430 PRItH "l-JHt'lT IS THE THERI'lAL COtlDUCTIIJITY OF THE ALLO',' IN BTU'S PER" 
4 .. H) PRItH "HOIJR PEF' FOOT PER DEGREE FAHPEtIHEIP"',PPIIIT',PPItH'PRIHT 
450 IIIPUT n 
460 LET Ki=n*2 441E-05 
4713 F'RHIT "IJHAT I" THE ~.pECIFIC HEAT OF THE ALLO',' Itl BTU'S PER LB" 
4:30 PF'ItIT "PER DEGREE FAHREtIHEIT?"'PRINT'.PRHIT',PRHIT 
490 IIlPIJT C 1 
500 PRIIIT "I·JHAT IS THE OEHSIT'( OF ,THE ALLO'( IN LBS PER CUBIC INCH?" 
510 PRItIT'PRItIT'PRItlT 
520 ItIPUT RO 
530 LET A 1 =K VRO/C l't'56 . 83 
540 GOTO 630 
550 LET UT=1190',LET LT=1010"LET n=2.44E-03'·.LET A1=5 5r::: 
560 LET m="2219 ALUlHtIUt'l"',.GOTO 630 
570 LET UT=26'50LET LT=2550"LET 1(1=4.27E-04·'·.LET Hl= 5 
580 LET 1'1$="302 STAItILESS STEEL"·GOTO 630 
590 LET UT=255Q' LET LT=250.:; ,LET n=4 03E-04'·LET A1= 6.0 
600 LET 11$="321 STAltILESS STEEL'''GOTO 630 
6113 LET UT=2437'LET LT=23Ij0,LET n=3,83E-04',.LET Al= 71 
6213 LET 11$=" ItlCOtlEL 718" GOTO 630 








640 PRIm "TURN TO THE ~IELOING PROCESS PARAMETERS. "'PRHlT'PRIHT'.PRIHT 
65(1 PRIm "14HHT IS THE H~1BIEtH TEt-1PERATURE OF THE METAL IN DEGREES" 
66'" PRINT "FAHREtIHEIT? IF THE I1ETAL IS PREHEATED, GlUE THE PREHEAT" 
670 PPHIT "TENPEPATURE AS THE AI'1BIEtH TEMPERATURE. "'PRHH",PRINT'PRIHT 
6:::0 ItlPUT TO 
760 PRItH "PLEASE SPECIFV ~IELO POWER HI KILOWATTS." 
7;"0 PR ItH',PR ItH',PR It IT 
780 INPUT Pel 
790 F"RItlT "PLEA':·E SPECIFY ~IELD SPEED III INCHES PER MHflJTE." 
800 PRItIT'PRItH',PRItH 
810 ItlPUT 1)1 
82<) PRINT "WHAT PERCENT OF TOTAL BEAM POWER IS LOST FROM THE WELD" 
830 PRItIT "PUDDLE DUE TO PROCESSES OTHER THAN CONDUCTION BY THE PLATE?" 
84.) PRItH "THESE LOSSES INCLUDE RADIATION AND METAL E'JAPORATION FROf1" 
850 PRItH "THE 'JICHHTY OF THE PUDDLE. "",PRHIT",PRHlT",PRINT 
860 ItIPUT Fl 
861 PR I NT "I ~IPUT THE HEW tlOlI-CONOUCT IVE PERCENT LOSSES FOR DEEP PTS." 
862 ItIPUT tIC 
863 (C=Fl 
870 PRltH "WHAT PERCENT OF THE REI1AIHHlG BEAM PO~IER IS ABSORBED CLOSE" 
880 PRUH "TO THE I1ETAL SURFACE SO AS TO FORI1 THE EB WELD tfAILHEAO?" 
890 PRItIT "THIS ~IOULO BE THE PERCENTAGE OF THE BEAM CURRENT LACKING" 
900 PRINT "SIJFFICIEtIT PO~JER OEtISIT"( TO UAPORIZE THE 11ETAL." 
910 PRItIT',PRHIT',PPHlT 
920 ItlPUT F2 
940 0111 KO( 150), TS( 1513), IJS( 1513 ),R( 1513) 
950 I F I 1<' ;'13 THEN 11413 
9613 PRINT "PLEHSE SELECT LENGTH OBSEF'I)EO' 8.'5, 2.!5, 5, 113, 25 INCHES." 
970 PRHlT"PRHIT'PRHlT 
980 IIIPUT XSLET XB=XB/5--LET XA=-4*Y.B 
9913 PRWT "PLEASE SELECT 11AXII1UI1 TEI'1PERATUPE' 11300, 200e, ~.e0e, l000e DEG 
F." 
10013 PR I HT',PR It-fT'PR HIT 
10113 INPUT TG 
1020 PRINT" INPUT HALF THE CRACK LENGTH IN CEHTIMETERS." 
103.3 ItIPUT L 
1040 F"RIt-fT "INPUT THE LO~IER I1ELTUIG TEI'1PERATURE(DEG. kElI)Jtf)." 
1050 INPUT LQ 
1060 PRItfT "INPIJT THE RADIUS OF THE TIP OF THE CPACI«CI1)." 
1070 INPUT R( 0) 
10:30 PEN R I~; ASSIJI'1EO r'lUCH LESS THAN L 
1090 PRINT "It~PUT THE ULTII1ATE STRESS." 
110;) ItIFUT US': 0 ) 
1102 FOR 1''''1=0 TO lI.J 
1103 UPO: e, 1'111 )=U~;( 0 ) 
1104 RP( 0, I"1t1 )=P( e) 
11135 tIE:O:T 111'1 
1106 PRINT',PRINT 
1110 FRItIT "ItlPUT ONE HALF THE ROOT WIDTH,OtIE HALF THE CRO~IN ~IIOTH," 
1112 PPItH "AtIO THE PLATE THICYtIESS( OIMEtlSIOtfS Itf HICHES)." 
1120 ItIPUT BH, TH,m 
1125 DELETE 'lY, 22, MIJ. t1R, SIJ, SR 
1130 Oul "{'if L'J ), ZZ( lI)), I1U( Ll), I1R( L'n, SIJ( lin, SR( LI) ) 
1140 FOR Mt'1=0 TO L'.J 
1145 IF 1I 00 THEt I IJS' '3 )=UP( I r. 1111) 
1146 IF 11< >13 THEIl R( 13 )=PP( I r. 1111 ) 
1150 Y=-BH+( TH+8H >tI1t1/lI) 
1160 Z=-~JU(,(-TH )/( 8H+TH) 
1170 Y'l( 1'111 )='( 
1180 ZZ' Mt1 )=2 
1190 GOSIJ8 301313 
1200 ~fH IT 15(10 
1210 PAGE 
21320 GOTO 2130 
2030 PRItlT "ItIPUT OtIE LESS THAt I THE tIUI1BEP. OF DISCRETE" 
2040 PRItlT "TEt1PEPATURES TO 8E CONSIDERED." 
2050 ItfPUT 11 
2060 DIM t'orr1), TS( M) 
2070 0111 IJS<l1), P(f1) 








20?O PP 1m "ItIPUT TEt-lPERATUPE< DEG. ~:ELI)I~P, TIME( SEeDIIDS)" 
210.) HWUT r·[i' I;'. TSO: I ) 
2110 t;E:.T I 
21.20 GOTO 2220 
21-::.) FOF' 1=0 TO 150 
2140 T':'·: I·=5tT.:.< I )/9+255.37 
2150 IH::::T I 
21'::0 OT=( 2t:<B )/1)1 
21 ,0 I'!~ 15Ll 
21:30 FOR 1=0 TO 150 
21 "0 ro( I .'=TH( 150-1 ) 
2208 IIE::T I 
:::2~'J HL=2f"'Tll(P":O)/L) 
2.300 PI=4tATll' 1 ) 
2310 or·!=16. 48:t10···( -24) 
2340 PHGE 
2341 IF PU=O THEIl 24213 
235~) PPItlT "Z=" ;2; "''1=" i'll "L=II ;Li "R(e)=u ;P(0) 
2360 pr;·ItIT "AL=" ,AL; "US(O)=" ;US(lO) 
2370 PRIIIT 
2380 PRIm "t:O( I ) OS RA RP. IJS( I) R( I)" 
2390 PPItlT "A (;13 S 0 LG" 
2400 PRHIT 
2410 PRIIIT 
24213 FOP 1=1 TO t1 
24313 I F t~D( I )/ =LO THEI·j 24713 
2440 IJS( I j=upr 0, 1'111 :' 
2450 pi" I ;,=PP' 0, 1111) 
2452 IF 2H=0 THEil 2460 
2455 PRIm I L I; 1'1r1;I/O( I ), R( 1-1 ), IJS( 1-1 i 
2460 GOTO 26113 
2470 IF 8=13 THEIl LET OS=DT 
24813 IF 8=1 THEIl LET OS=TS( I )-TS( 1-1) 
----- -~-
2490 A=( 011*', PI -AL )lOS )/( 4*( S W( ( PI -AL )/2 ) /COS( ( PI -AL )/2) )-( ( PI -AL )/2 ) ) 
25e0 CO=6 066 f 1 0/·( 22 )*Er~P{ -8478/t/O( I ) ) 
2502 IF ZA=O THEtl 2510 
2:'.)5 PF: It IT II' I . nl·1, I. D' I ;. .. P{ I-I :' . US( 1-1 > 
2';, I'e' ::·=E: :P( 1 '50(' 101·!.,: 1 38 n H) ... r -105 ) ).,P( I-I vtrO' I ) )-1 
2.5;::0 [1= 1:'t5 * E::PO: -15213 TO': I,) 
2530 LG~LOG(L'F'lI-l») 
2540 PH=HIC01·o.tQ-":LGtP( 1-1 1'2) 
2550 RF'=2lRA 
256'3 P( I )=P( I-I HPPtR( 1-1 ') 
2578 USl I)=US(I-lj+P~~US(I-l) 
25;"5 IF PrJ=., THEt~ 20530 
2580 F'F'ItIT 
2590 pp It IT ~. O{ I ), OS; FA; RP; US( I J; R( I ) 
2",01] PRWT ~;CIZI;:;,O;LG 
2610 PPIHT 
2615 IF PU=0 THEIl 2638 
2620 PPItH m( I ),LO, I 
2630 I~E:';T I 
2632 IF I I=~IP THEIl 2648 
2635 UP( I 1+1 , 11/1 )=IJS{ 1513) 
2636 RP( I 1+1 .. 11/1 )=P( 1513 :; 
2640 NU(f111)=( US( 158 )-IJpr 0,1111 )}.'IJP( 0,111'1) 
26'513 t1P( 1'111 )=( R( 105 )-RP( (;, ru·! J)/RP( fl. 11f'1) 
2652 SU( 11/1 )=111J( 1'111 :; 
2654 SRI t1M )=11P( 1·1t1 ) 
2655 TIY I I , 11/1 )=11U{ 11/1 ) 
2656 TP< I I , 111'! i=11R( 11/1 j 
26';.3 IIEi':T 11/1 
2665 ~IA IT 15013 
2700 S!J=( SIJ-' 11IW SU i) )/( I1A:« SIJ )-11ItV SU) i 
2710 SR=( SR-{ t'1I1l< SF:») )/( I1AW .;p HHW SP:,) 
2720 PAGE 
2724 IF I I=~1P THEIl 2730 
2725 IF ZA=ta THEIl 2880 
2730 PRWT "11A~< OIJTS/UTS= ", I1A,:( I1U) 








2,50 WINOOl'I -BH, TH, 0,1 
2,60 '.IlB,IPORT 25"." 750,1(31),6130 
2770 SETGR TICS 5,5,GPAT 5,5 
2780 :":l'PLOT yy, SU 
2790 PRHn "A[··'~'I·'[AL" 
2800 tlE;;T I I 
2803 PAGE 
2810 PRINT "OTS/UTS FOR ~IP=e, 3" 
2812 PPI~~T l'E","Q","C'1,·'B","A '1 
2814 FOR ('0=0 TO ~IP 2816 PPItH TU( QQ, 0), TU( QQ, 1 ), TU( QQ, 2), TU( QQ, 3), TU( QQ, 4) 
2818 PPINT 
2821) ~lE:<:T QQ 
2840 PRItn "OR/P FOP ~IP=0, 3" 
2842 PRINT "E","O","C","B",t'A" 
2844 FOR 00=0 TO WP 2846 PRHn TR(QQ, 0), TR( QQ, 1 ), TR( QQ,2), TR( QQ, 3), TR(QQ,4) 
2848 PRItH 
2851) ~lEi(T QO 
2855 I-hi IT 1500 
2860 PRHn ...... [/I-V[~·L" 
2865 WAIT 1500 
29130 STOP 
2911:) END 30013 REM u:t COMPUTATlOtI OF HAZ TEMPERATURE HISTORY *** 
31305 IF 11=13 THEtl 31309 
3'106 IF 1111=L') THEt~ 3009 
313137 F 1 =t IC. 
313138 GOTO 3010 
30133 Fl=CC 
3010 Pl=pe*<1-Fl/l(0) 
31315 PRItH I I.MM, LIJ, Fl 
3e20 P2=Plt(1-F2/100) 
313313 Pl=Pl-P2 
313413 LET 1-1=150 
31350 OIM K{( t~), TH( ~l), TE( H) 
3060 LET TE=LT 
3070 FOR 1=0 TO H 
3(81) LET ;>(;( I )=:'<H+{ ;~B-;(A )/Htl 
3090 tlEi;T I 
3111) FOR 1=0 TO N 
3120 LET :>(=:-;X( I ) 
3130 GO:=JJB 32~0 
3140 LET TA( I )=1'12 
3145 IF TA( I »LT THE!I LET TA( I )=LT+le 
3150 tIE~{T I 
3160 PHI :t:U PRItHOUT OF RESIJLTS n* 
31;-'0 PAGE 
31,5 IF 2A=0 THEt~ 3280 
3180 PRItH "~IELO TEI1PERATUPE PROFILE'''; 'l;" HlCHES FR0I1 CEtITEPLItlE." 
31':<0 PRItlT "PROFILES TA~:Etl AT ",Z/~IU.lOe;" :: PLATE DEPTH U 
3200 FOR 1=0 TO 10 PPlIlTt1D~T 1 
3210 PPIIH " TEr·tp" -PP ItIT'PR Itn 
322~) PR lilT U( OEG F)" 
3230 FOP 1=0 TO 16'PRItIT'tIEXT I 
3240 PI" INT " OISTAtKE FRor1 HEAT SOURCE (INCHES)"; 
32513 W WOO~I XA, >:8,0, TG . 
3260 SETGR ~lItlDO~LTICS 5, 10,5,5,GRAT 6,6,3,3 
3270 ;{'(PLOT xy., TA 
3275 PRItIT "'['~I'·['L" 
3280 RETURtl 
3290 REt1 :tu SU8ROIJTItlE TO COt1PUTE TEI'1PEPATURE OF HEAT SOIJPCE HPFA',' *** 
3300 LET Z2=Z 
3310 LET 1'12=1) 
3320 LET 03=0 
3330 LET 02=2*~H 
33413 GOSUB 36513 
3350 GOSIJB 35113 
3360 LET 112=111+T0+T2 








:::no LET D3=D3+02 
?-"390 I:'O·~·U8 3430 
3·W.) IF (112-1'13)<. eU:~12 THEIl GOTO 3429 
3410 GO TO .3370 
34..:.0 F:ETURII 
343(1 REM H t SUBF:OUTIIIE TO ADD NE:':T ntO HEAT SOURCES *** 
344D LET :2=03+2 
3450 GC!':,U8 3650 
346.) LET ~12=I'12+111 
3470 LET 22=03-2 
3480 GOSUB 3650 
3490 LET 1'12=112+IU 
3500 PETURII 
3510 REr'1 Ht SU8ROUTIIlE TO COI1PUTE LIt-IE HEAT SOURCE TEMf'ERATfJRE 
3520 PErl DISTPIBUTION H* 
3530 LET ~. 0=0 
3540 LET T2=O 
3550 LET AR=I)l/Z/AUX 
35613 LET Z3=1.J1/2,'AltSQP( XtX+'t*y) 
3570 IF AP>88 THEN 36413 
3580 GOSUS 373e 
35913 IF AR<O THEIl 36213 
36013 LET T2=P2/~1l/6. 2832/1': uEXP( AP )*1':13 
36113 GOTO 3640 
36213 LET I-<P=-AR 
3630 LET T2=P2/Wl/6, 2832/KUE>:P( AR )*1<9 
36413 RETlJRH 
36'50 REI1 Ht SUBROUTItlE TO COl1PUTE TEMPERATURE *** 
3660 LET ~,1 =SQW Xty'+'(t'(+Z2t22) 
36713 IF 51=13 THEIl LET 111=UT+leI3El'.IF 51=0 THEN 3720 
36813 LET AR=IJl/2/':l1t<SI+X) 
3690 IF liR>88 THEN LET 111=9 
3700 IF f.tP>88 THEIl GOTO 37213 
3719 LET Ml=Pl/2/3,1416/I<I/SI/EXP(AP) 
37213 RETURN 
3730 REN :t If 1'100 I F 1 EO 8ESSEL FIJI leTI OJ L SEeOt 10 K HID • 2EROTH ORDER * ** 
3;·'40 F:EI'1 :u I POL'o'tl:J!'1!HL HPPRO::Ull'iTIOtl tH 
3,50 IF 23::;;: THEIl 3:~2~) 
3,60 GO~,U8 3:370 
37;'0 LET G2=Z.3tZ]/4 
3:'8~) LET KO=( <: 7, 4E-005:tG2+1 . "'7'5E-04 ):tG2+2. 62698E-03 )'tG2 
3:'90 LET 1'.0=', (1(0+ . ~)3488'5:? HG2+ 23136976 )tG2 
3800 LET P)=( ( 1:0+ . 4227842 )'t·G2- . 5772157 )- . 5tLOG( G2 It· 1 a 
3810 GOTO 3:360 
3820 LET G2=2/Z3 
383~) LET V(l=( ( '3. 32e8E -04tG2-2 , 5154E -133 )tG2+5 ,87872E -,n ),tG2 
384fJ LET ~~0=( (1:0-.01062446 '>tG2+, 02189568 )tG2 
3850 LET t<0=«KO-.078323'58):t.G2+1 253314)/SOR(23)/EXP(23) 
3860 RETURN 
3870 PEM :t** MODIFIED 8ES';EL FIJtlCTIOl1. FIRST KIND. ZEROTH OPDEP *:t.t 
3880 REI'! lH POL'OIOIHHL APPRO;':U'lATIOtI J:n: 
38913 IF Z3>3, 75 THEIl 3950 
39130 LET Gl=Z3tZ3 
3910 LET 10=«5 923979E-I0tGl+6,56"'17E-(8)tGl+6,80123E-Oc)*Gl 
3920 LET 1 0=« 1 0+4 . 3394E -134 )tG 1 + I) 1562'52 );t.G 1 
3930 LET IO=(IO+,25JtGl+1 
3940 GO TO 3990 
3951) LET 10=«153,445/Z3-171.822)/23+73.2919)/23 
39613 LET 10=« 113-1'5.2'595)/23+1.81198)/23 
3970 LET 113=«11)- 0830909)/Z3+ 03168'5'5)/23 




10 REM *** RAPID OtFFUSSION ANNEALING *** 
20 REr'l *** It~GREASE IN ULTIMATE STRENGTH *** 
30 CLEAR 
35 PRUn "INPUT 1 IF MAX PRINTED OUTPUT WANTED, e OTHERWISE." 
36 INPUT PU 
40 PRINT "THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES U4CREASED ULTIMATE" 
513 PRINT "STRENGTH DUE TO RAPID DIFFUSION ANNEALING·· 
52 PRINT "( BLUNTING) OF MICROCRACKS. TEMPERATURES AT" 
54 PRINT "A MATERIAL POINT ARE TO BE ENTERED FOR DISCRETE" 
56 PRINT uTIMES OR CALCULATED FROM Tt£ ATTACHED SUBROUTINE. II 
60 PRINT 
62 PRINT uINPUT e TO SKIP ALL PRINTING EXCEPT Tt£ LAST." 
63 PRINT "INPUT 1 TO GET TEMP, POINT DATA" ET. AL." 
64 INPUT ZA 
70 PR INT "EHTER 0 IF THE SUBROUTINE IS TO BE CALLED.·' 
72 PRINT "ENTER 1 OTHE~JISE" 
80 INPUT B 
81 PRINT nUIPUT THE NUMBER OF HEAT PASSES HOT INCLUDING THE WELD PASS. II 
82 INPUT WP 
83 PRINT "INPUT HPTS-l ACROSS THE DIAGot-4AL." 
84 INPUT UJ 
85 DELETE UP,RP"TU,TR 
86 DIM UP( ~JP I LU), RP( WP" LV) 
87 OH1 TU( WP" LU), TR( "JP, LU) 
88 FOR 11=0 TO WP 
90 IF 8=1 THEN 2030 
2ee REM *** HAZ TEMPERATURE HISTORY *** 
210 REM *** DATA INPUT *** 230 PRINT "PLEASE SELECT THE NUMBER OF THE METAL TO BE WELDED·· 
240 PRINT "FRor" THE LIST BELO"J ... 'PRINT'PRINT ..... PRIHT 
250 PRINT 1t0. UNLISTED METAL"'PRIHT 
260 PRINT 1t1. 2219 ALUMIHUM"'PRINT 
270 PRHn "2. 302 STAIt~LESS STEEL"'.PRIt~T 
280 PRINT "3. 321 STAINLESS STEEL"'PRINT 
VIII-3G 
to. 
290 PRINT "4. IUCO~~EL 718"'.PRIHT 
300 INPUT 0. 
310 IF Q=1 THEN 550 
320 IF Q=2 THEN 570 
330 IF 0.=3 THEN 590 
340 IF 0.=4 THEN 610 
350 PRINT IllolHAT IS THE METAL TO BE j,lELOEO?"·'·PRINT',PRINT'PRINT 
360 INPUT M$ 
370 PRINT "PLEASE WRITE IN THE LOWER A~m UPPER LU1ITS OF THE MELTING" 
380 PRINT "TEMPERATURE RANGE OF THE ALLOY TO 8E WELDED. USE UNITS OF" 
390 PRINT "DEGREES FAHRENHEIT. SEPARATE THE TWO IJALUES BV A COMMA. II 
400 PRINT "NOTE: A GOOD SOURCE REFERENCE FOR THIS KINO OF DATA IS THE·· 
410 PRINT "AEROSPACE STRUCTURAL MATERIALS HANDBOOK. "'PRINT'PRIHT'~IHT 
420 INPUT LT,UT 
430 PRINT 1I~IHAT IS THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE ALLOY IN BTU'S PER" 
440 PRINT "HOUR PER FOOT PER DEGREE FAHRENHEIT?"'PRIHT',PRINT'PRINT 
450 INPUT Kl 
460 LET Kl=Kl*2.441E-05 
470 PRINT ""lHAT IS THE SPECIFIC HEAT OF THE ALLOV IN BTU I S PER LBu 
480 PRINT "PER DEGREE FAHREHHEIT?"'PRINT'PRINT'PRINT 
490 INPUT Cl 
500 PRINT "WHAT IS THE DENSITY OF THE ALLOY IN LBS PER CUBIC INCH?" 
51 e PR I NT ... ·.PR I NT',PR I HT 
520 INPUT RO 
530 LET A 1 =K 1 /RO/C 1 :*56 . 83 
540 GO TO 630 
550 LET UT = 1190·'.LET L T = 1010· ... LET K 1 =2. 44E -03",LET A 1 =5 .56 
560 LET M$= II 2219 ALUM I HUM "··.GOTO 639 
570 LET UT=2650',·LET L T=2550'LET Kl=4. 27E-04'LET A1=. 5 
590 LET r1$="302 STAINLESS STEEL"' ... GOTO 630 
590 LET UT=2550'·.LET LT=25ee",LET K1=4. 03E-04'LET A1=. 66 
600 LET r1.="321 STAINLESS STEEL .. ··.GOTO 639 
61'3 LET UT=2437···.LET L T=2300· ... ·LET t(1=3. 83E-94'LET A1=. 71 
620 LET M$= II I NCONEL 718" '··.GOTO 630 
630 PRINT liTHE METAL TO BE WELDED IS HOW CHARACTERIZED. WE HOW" 
VIII-31 
640 PRINT "TURN TO THE "JELDH~G PROCESS PARAt1ETERS. 1I'.PRn~T·'PRIHT'.PRINT 
650 PRIHT "WHAT IS THE AMBIENT TEt'1PERATURE OF THE METAL IN DEGREES" 
660 PRINT "FAHRENHEIT"? IF THE t1ETAL IS PREHEATED} GI'JE THE PREHEAT" 
679 PRUtT "TEt1PERATURE AS THE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE. "'PRINT·'.PRINT'PRINT 
680 INPUT TO 
7613 PRINT "PLEASE SPECIFY "'ELO POWER IN KILOWATTS. II 
770 PR I Nr,PR I NT',PR I t·n 
780 INPUT PO 
790 PRINT "PLEASE SPECIFY ~JELD SPEED U~ INCHES PER MINUTE. It 
8130 PRINT',PRINT'.PRIHT 
810 INPUT 1.)1 
82~ PRun "WHAT PERCE~tT OF TOTAL BEAM POWER IS LOST FROM THE WELD" 
830 PRINT "PUDDLE DUE TO PROCESSES OTHER THAN CONDUCTION BY THE PLATE?-' 
8413 PRINT "THESE LOSSES INCLUDE RADIATION AND METAL EIJAPORATION FROM" 
sse PRINT "THE VICINITY OF THE PUDDLE. "·~.PRINT'·,PRINr··PRINT 
860 INPUT Fl 
861 PRINT "INPUT THE HEW NON-CONDUCTIVE PERCENT LOSSES FOR DEEP PTS." 
862 INPUT He 
863 CC=Fl 
870 PR un "WHAT PERCENT OF THE REMA ItUNG BEAM PO~lER IS ABSORBED CLOSE" 
8S0 PRINT "TO THE r1ETAL SURFACE SO AS TO FORM THE EB WELD NAILHEAO?II 
890 PRIUT "THIS WOULD BE THE PERCENTAGE OF THE BEAM CURP£NT LACKING" 
909 PRINT "SUFFICIENT POJ,JER DENSITY TO I .. JAPORIZE THE METAL. II 
910 PRun .... PRIHT··.PRIHT 
920 INPUT F2 
940 DH1 KD( 15'3), TS( 15e)} IJS( lS0), R( 150) 
950 IF 11< >0 THEN 11413 
9613 PRINT "PLEASE SELECT LENGTH OBSERVED: 0.5, 2.5, 5, leI 25 INCHES." 
970 PRHn·,.PRIHT··,PRIHT 
9812' INPUT XB'···LET XB=XB/S",LET XA=-4*XB 
990 PRINT "PLEASE SELECT t1AXU1IJf1 TEr1PERATURE: 10ee} 200131 5000} 10000 DEC; 
F ... 
101312' PRIHT',PRIHT···-PRINT 
1010 INPUT TG 
10213 PRINT "INPUT HALF THE CRACK LENGTH IN CENTIMETERS. II 
VIII-J2 
1030 INPUT L 
1040 PRINT II INPUT THE LO~tER r1ELTING TEMPERATURE( OEC. KELVIN)." 
10S0 INPUT LQ 
1060 PRINT "INPUT THE RADIUS OF THE TIP OF THE CRACK(CM).tt 
1070 INPUT R(O) 
1080 REM R IS ASSUMED MUCH LESS THAN L 
1090 PRINT "INPUT THE ULTIMATE STRESS." 
l1ea INPUT US( e) 
1102 FOR Mr1=0 TO U.J 
1103 UP(0IMM)=US(O) 
1104 RP( 01 MM )=R( e) 
1105 NE~-<T r1t1 
1106 PRINT'PRINT 
11113 PRINT "INPUT ONE HALF THE ROOT WIDTH,ONE HALF THE CROWN WIDTH," 
1112 PRINT "ANO THE PLATE THICKNESS(OIMENSIONS IN INCHES)." 
1120 INPUT BH, TH, "H 
1125 DELETE y't I ZZ, MU., MR .. SUI SR 
1130 DIM YYf.. U), ZZ( U)), MU( LlJ)1 MR( L'J), SU( Ll), SR( LV) 
1140 FOR MM=0 TO LV 
1145 IF I I( >0 THEN US03 )='JP( II I MM) 
1146 IF I I{ >0 THEN R( 13 )=RP( I L r1M:> 
1150 Y=-BH+( TH+BH )*'1M/LlJ 
1160 z=-a,u*< ,-(-TH )/( BH+TH) 
11713 ,-(Y( '1r1 )=Y 
1180 ZZ(MM)=Z 
1190 GOSUB 313013 
1200 "JAIT 150e 
1210 PAGE 
21320 GOTO 21313 
21330 PRHn It INPUT ONE LESS THAN THE Hur18ER OF DISCRETE" 
2040 PRINT "TEr1PERATIJRES TO BE CljNSIDEREO. II 
21350 INPUT r1 
2060 OIM KD(M),TS(M) 
2070 elM IJS( M), R(1) 
2080 FOR I =0 TO '1 
209(l PRIHT "INPUT TEr'1PERATURE( OEG. KEU)H~)J TIME( SECONDS)" 
2100 INPUT KO(I)!TS(I) 
2110 HE;:':;T I 
2120 GOTO 2220 
2130 FOR 1=0 TO 150 
2140 TA( I )=5:tTA( 1)/9+255.37 
2150 NE::{:T I 
2160 OT=( 2*~<B )/1,' 1 
2170 t-1=150 
2180 FOR 1=0 TO 150 
2190 KO( I )=TA<: 150-I ) 
2200 NE::<T I 
229~) AL=2*ATN( R( e )/L ) 
2300 PI=4:t.ATN(1) 
2310 0fo1=16. 48*10,',,( -24) 
2340 PAGE 
2341 IF PU=0 THEt·~ 2420 
2350 PRHH IIZ="; Z; "'-(=" i Y j II L= II j L; IIR( '3 )=tI j R( 0) 
23613 PRINT "AL="; AL; "US( 0 )=" j US( e) 
2370 PRINT 
2380 PRINT "KO(I) 
239'.1 PRINT "A 
2400 PRINT 
2410 PRIHT 
242'.1 FOR 1=1 TO M 
os 
ce 
2430 IF KO(I)(=LQ THEN 247121 
2440 US( I )=UP( 0 I MM ) 
2450 R( 1 )=RP( 01 Mr1 ) 






2455 PRINT IIi Iit1t1;KO( 1 )JR( 1-1 )JUS( 1-1) 
2460 GOTO 2610 
2470 IF 8=121 THEt·~ LET 05=DT 
2480 IF 8=1 THEH LET 05=T5(1)-T8(1-1) 
IJS( I ) 
LG" 
R< I)" 
249£1 A=( OM*< PI -AL )*03 )/( 4*( S I ~K (, PI -AL )/2 )/COS( ( PI -AL )/2 ) )-( ( PI -AL )/2 ) ) 
2500 C0=6. 066* 10"-( 22 )*EXP( -8478/KO< I » 
2502 IF ZA=0 THE~~ 25113 
2505 PRINT II;I;MM;KO(I),R(I-l).US(I-l) 
251~1 S=E:":P( 1500:t:Ot'1.,..·( 1 .381:*10,"'( -16) )/p.( 1-1 )/KO( I) )-1 
2520 0=. 1 76*E~'~P( -15213·"YO( I ) ) 
2530 LG=LOG( L,,'R( 1-1 ) ) 
2540 RA=A:t:OJ:t:StD,"( LG:t.~:( 1-1 )"·2) 
2550 RR=2:t:RA 
2560 F.:( I )=R( 1-1 )+RR*R( 1-1 ) 
2570 US( I )=US( 1-1 )+RA*US( 1-1 ) 
2575 IF PU=0 THEU 2630 
2580 PRINT 
2590 PR I NT KO( I ); OS; RA i RR; US( I ); R( I ) 
261313 PRIt-n HiC0.;S;OiLG 
2610 PRUn 
2615 IF PU=0 THEN 26313 
2620 PR INT I<O( I ) .. U;-" I 
26313 NEXT I 
2632 IF I I="lP THEN 2640 
2635 UF'( I 1+1 , t1M )=US( 150 ) 
2636 RP( I 1+1, f111 )=R( 150) 
2640 t11J( f111 )=( US( 150 )-UP< e I MM ) )/IJP< 0, f1l1 ) 
2653 MR( r1t1 )=( R( 1135 )-RP( '1, f1t1 ) VRP( 0 I t1M ) 
2652 SU< Mr1 )=MIJ( MI1 ) 
2654 SR( MM )=t1R( r1M ) 
2655 TU( 1 I I Mt1 )=t11J( MI1 ) 
2656 TR( 1 I I t1M )=f1R( t111 ) 
26613 NEXT MM 
2665 WAIT 15130 
2700 SU=( SU-( t1Iti( SU» )/( r1A~:( SIJ )-MIN( SU» 
2710 SR=( SR-( f1It¥ SR» )/( t1AX( SR )-t'lIN< SR) 
2720 PAGE 
2724 IF II=WP THEN 2730 
2725 IF ZA=0 THEN 2800 
2730 PRINT "MAX DUTS/UTS= II J t1AW: MU) 
2740 PRINT "MIN OUTS/UTS= "., tlIH( MU) 
VIII-3S 
2750 WINOOH -BH,TH,O .. l 
2760 I . .J I EJ,lPORT 250 .. 7513, lee, Gee 
2770 SETGR TICS S,5,GRAT 5,5 
2780 X,(PLOT '-('-( I SU 
2790 PRINT II"C/-I.ol ..... C"L" 
2800 NE~H II 
2809 PAGE 
28U3 PRINT "DTS/UTS FOR WP=0,3" 
2812 PRINT liE", nOli I "e" .. "8" , IIA" 
2814 FOR QQ=0 TO J,lP 
2816 PRINT TU<QQ,0), TU(QQ,1), TIJ(QOI2), TU<QQ,3), TU(oo,4) 
2818 PRINT 
2823 NEXT QQ 
28413 PRHH "DR/R FOR WP=0.1 3" 
2842 PRINT tlE", "0" , tiC" , fiB II , "A" 
2844 FOR QQ=0 TO WP 2846 PRINT TR(QQ,0),TR(QQ,I),TR(QQ,2),TR(QQ,3),TR(QQ,4) 
2848 PRINT 
285e NEXT QQ 
2855 J,lA I T 1500 
2860 PRINT ""'[ .... ·W".·[,,.·L" 
2865 WAIT 1500 
291313 STOP 
29113 END 
313013 REM *** COMPUTATION OF HAZ TEMPERATURE HISTORY *** 
3005 IF 11=13 THEN 313139 
313136 1 F f1t1=UJ THEN 3009 
3007 Fl=NC 
30138 GOTD 30113 
30139 Fl=CC 
313113 P1=P0*(1-F1/10e) 
3915 PRINT I LMM, LU, Fl 
3020 P2=Pl*(1-F2/100) 
3030 Pl=Pl-P2 
3040 LET N=150 
V:::::::-36 
30513 DIM X~'«N)~ TA("D~ TEO'O 
3060 LET TE=LT 
307~3 FOR I =13 TO N 
3080 LET :,~~~( 1 )=)<:A+( ~<B->~A )/H*I 
3090 HE;:·{T I 
31113 FOR 1=13 TO H 
3120 LET X=XX(I) 
3130 GOSU8 32913 
3140 LET TA( I )=r12 
3145 IF TA( I »LT THEN LET TA( I )=LT+10 
3150 HEXT I 
3160 REM *** PRINTOUT OF RESULTS *** 
3170 PAGE 
3175 IF ZA=0 THEt~ 3289 
3180 PRINT "~IELO TEt1PERATURE PROFILE: "; 'f j" INCHES FROt1 CENTERLINE. II 
3190 PRINT "PROFILES TAKEN AT II;Z/W1*100i" % PLATE DEPTH." 
3200 FOR I =0 TO 1 fr··PRUn···,NEXT I 
3210 PR I NT " TEt1P II ·• ... PR I HT"·,.PR I ~n 
32213 PRINT "(DEG F)" 
32313 FOR 1=0 TO 16···.PRIt~r··J4EXT I 
3243 PRINT II DISTANCE FROM HEAT SOURCE (lHCI£S)" i 
3259 WINDOW XA~XB~0~TG 
32613 SETGR "UNOOW~TICS 5~ 10~5~5~GRAT 6~6~3~3 
3273 ~<YPLOT XX~ TA 
3275 PR I NT II / •. [>.",'"-[ /·.L II 
3283 RETURN 
32913 REM *** SIJBROIJT I NE TO COt1PUTE TEr1PERATIJRE OF HEAT SOURCE ARRAY *** 
331313 LET 22=2 
33113 LET f12=C:3 
3320 LET 03=0 
3330 LET 02=2*1.0'1 
33413 GOSIJB 36513 
33513 GOSIJB 3510 
33613 LET t12=t11 + T0+ T2 
3370 LET r13=t12 
VEI-37 
3380 LET 03=03+02 
3390 GOSUB 3430 
340a IF (M2-M3)<.01*M2 THEN GOTD 3420 
3410 GOTO 3370 
34213 RETUR~j 
343~3 REM *** SUBROUTINE TO ADD NEXT nlO HEAT SOURCES *** 34413 LET 22=03+Z 
3450 GOSU8 3650 
34613 LET M2=t12+f11 
34713 LET 22=03-2 
34813 GOSUB 3650 
3490 LET M2=r12+f11 
3500 RETURN 
3510 REr1 *** SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE LINE HEAT SOURCE TEMPERATURE 
3520 REM DISTR.IBUTION *** 
35313 LET l<e=0 
3540 LET T2=0 
35513 LET AR=IJ 1/2/Al *X 
35613 LET Z3=IJ1/2/A1*SQR( X*X+'(*V) 
3570 IF AR>8e THEN 3640 
3580 GOSUB 3730 
35913 IF AR<0 THEt·~ 3620 
360e LET T2=P2/Wl/6.2832/Kl/EXP(AR)*K0 
3610 GOTO 3640 
36213 LET AR=-AR 
3630 LET T2=P2/Wl/6.2832/K1*EXP(AR>*K0 
3640 RETURN 
3650 REr1 *** SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE TEMPERATIJRE *** 
3669 LET Sl=SQR( X*X+'-(*'-(+Z2*Z2) 
3670 IF SI=0 THEN LET f11=UT+1000'·.IF 51=0 THEN 3720 
3680 LET AR~)1/2/Al*(S1+X) 
36913 IF AR )88 THEN LET f11 =0 
371313 IF AR)88 THEN GOTO 37213 
37113 LET M1=Pl/2/3.1416/Kl/Sl/EXP(AR) 
3720 RETURN 
VIII-:J8 
3730 REM :t:** MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION, SECOND KIND,ZEROTH ORDER *** 
374(1 F~E~l *** POLYNOtlIAL APPRm{lMATIOt·~ **:* 
3750 IF 23>2 THEN 3820 
3768 GOSLIB 3870 
3770 LET G2=23*Z3/4 
3780 LET t<0=«7.4E-06:t:G2+1.137SE-04)*G2+2.62698E-03)*G2 
3790 LET K0=(K0+.0348859)*G2+.2306976)*G2 
3800 LET K0=( ( KO+ . 4227842 ):t:G2- . 5772157 )- . 5*LOG( G2 )* I e 
3810 GOTO 3860 
3820 LET G2=2/Z3 
3830 LET K0=«S.3208E-04*G2-2.5154E-03)*G2+5.87872E-03)*G2 
3840 LET K0=( (.(0- . 01062446 )*G2+ . 02189568 )*G2 
3850 LET KO=«K0-.07832358)*G2+1.253314)/SQR(Z3)/EXP(Z3) 
3860 RETURN 
38713 REM *** MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION, FIRST KIHO, ZEROTH ORDER *** 
38813 RE~l :U:* POLYNOr1 I AL APPROX It1ATI ON *** 
38913 IF 23>3.75 THEN 3950 
3900 LET G1=Z3*Z3 
3910 LET 10=«S.923979E-10*Gl+6.56017E-08)*Gl+6.80123E-06)*Gl 
3920 LET I0=«I0+4.3394E-04)*Gl+.0156252)*Gl 
3930 LET 10=(10+.25)*Gl+1 
3940 GO TO 3990 
3950 LET Ie=«153.445/Z3-171.822)/23+73.2919)/23 
3960 LET 10=«113-15.2595)/23+1.81198)/23 
3970 LET 10=«10-.0830909)/23+.0316855)/23 
3980 LET I0=«10+.0498222)/23+.3989423)*EXP(23)/SQR(Z3) 
3990 RETURN 
READY 
* 
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